
A Level Media Studies
Paper 1 Section B

Media Language and Representations

Advertising



Paper 1 (70 marks)

Section B - Media Language and 

Representations (25 marks)

● Advertising and Marketing -

Charity, fragrance, sports 

drink

● Magazines - The Big Issue

● Music Videos

Questions on
• Media Language

• Representation

• Contexts

Focus of study

Textual Analysis 
Mode of address
How audiences interpret meaning
Comparing and contrasting 
representations 

Music Video Set Texts - one 

from each list

List A

Corinne Bailey Rae - Stop Where You Are

Massive Attack - Unfinished Sympathy

Emile Sande - Heaven

List B

Radiohead - Burn the Witch

Fatboy Slim - Ya Mama

David Guetta  - Titanium

The exam

1 x 10 mark question

1 x 15 mark question



Section B - Media Language and Representations (25 marks)

Can I analyse the media language utilised in these and unseen print advertisements?

Media Language:

•Colour

•Type of shot

•Angle

•Focus

•Depth of field

•Mise-en-scene

•Realism?

•Narrative?

•Use of 

text/copy

•Font 

design/size

•Layout

Pack shot

Z rule

Choose two key areas in 

your pair or small group and 
begin to develop a detailed 

analysis

Type of shot- mid shot to 

highlight, suggest or 
connote… The model’s 

figure is highlighted to 

create...

The audience clearly 

focuses on…
This suggests that the 

consumers life will be...This 

type of shot clearly plays on 

social anxieties of…

The celebrity is used to link 
to cultural contexts as...



Aims
To equip you with the knowledge 

and understanding of the case 

studies behind the three set 

texts

To be able to analyse the media 

language utilised in these and 

unseen print advertisements 

To consider how audiences are 

targeted

To understand how 

representations are relevant to 

the texts

Assessment criteria

A-B grades- Comprehensive

C-D grades- Adequate

E grade - Minimal

Descriptors
• Comprehensive Knowledge and 

understanding

• Detailed reference to the texts

• Clear and precise explanations

• Comprehensive, perceptive analysis

• Logical reasoning

• Highly developed judgments and 

conclusions



Section B
There are two questions in Section B, but 
three topics (advertising and marketing, 

Music videos, Magazines). So only two of the 

topics will be covered.

Questions will be on analysis or knowledge/understanding

If advertising and marketing is the basis for an 

analysis question, the question will be based on 

unseen text(s). These will be in the genre of:

● Charity

● perfume/ aftershave or
● soft drink.



Section B What I need to know?

What do I need to know:

1. How to analyse print texts in the 

genre of: 
● toiletries ads

● Sports drinks ads

● charity ads

2. Case studies for each of the three 
campaigns



Key 
terminology 

for advertising

TERM DEFINITIONS

Close up The choices made in the lighting of the model

Long Shot A font which includes the ticks on the edge of letters eg TR

Medium Shot The decisions that have been made to create messages about the models 

via costume, make up, body language etc

Lighting The text on an advert

Copy The targeted group of people who will look at the ads

Font A shot that frames the face of the model (could also be a shot of a hand, a 

guitar fret etc)

Serif Line of copy which encapsulates the campaign strategy

Sans serif The choice of typeface for the text

Audience A shot which frames the whole body from head to toe

Representation a symbol or other small design adopted by an organization to identify its 

products

Anchorage A font which is without the ticks at the edge of letters eg TR

slogan A shot which frames a model from the waist up (or similar framing)

logo The 'pinning down of meaning' that a caption provides when coupled with 

an ambiguous image - or vice versa

TASK: Match the term 

with the correct 

definition



Watch BBC clip on 

analysing printed ads and 
make notes 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/progr
ammes/p00wsck1



Media Language:

•Colour

•Type of shot

•Angle

•Focus

•Depth of field

•Mise-en-scene

•Realism?

•Narrative?

•Use of text/copy

•Font design/size

•Layout

• Pack shot

• Z Rule

Representation:

•Who is seen?

•How are they represented?

Audience:

•Who is the target audience for 

this advertisement

•How do we know?

•What might other audiences 

make of it?

•How is the audience 

addressed/attracted?

• How are values transferred?

Analysing print adverts

What do we analyse?

TASK:
Choose one advert between two to 
analyse and present to the class



Conventions
What are the conventions of Perfume 
advertisements?

Steve Neale: Genre theory

Genres are not fixed, but change over time.

Look at the vintage ads for Old Spice - how has the genre of perfume 

advertising changed? 

Why has this happened?

Genres involve repetition and novelty - why?





Advertising History
Different models of advertising have been 

used to justify its use:

1. ADVERTISING →CONSUMER→ SALES
2. ADVERTISING → AWARENESS → 

INTEREST → DESIRE → SALES
3. Consumers use advertisements rather than 

advertising manipulating consumers
Advertisers are much more able to target specific audiences now - why?



Four advertising formats - Leiss et al
1. The product-information format is a type of advertising where the product is at the centre of all 

other elements of the display, which point out and explain the virtues of the product. No extensive reference is made to either 
the user or the context of use.

2. The product-image format gives the product special qualities it might not originally appear to have - a 

symbolic relationship is established between the product and some abstract qualities outside the day-to-day use of the product. 
Leiss et al. use an illustration of a pack of cigarettes against the setting of a cool mountain stream.

3. The personalised format uses a direct relationship between the product and the human personality. 

The human element is not just part of the setting, but is central to an understanding of the product. Social interactions are
made about and though the product. The product takes on human qualities. Products become ‘intimate partners with use’ and 

are at the ‘centre of social interaction.’

4. In the lifestyle format, the setting is important, because it tells us how to interpret the human element and 

the product. This format is a combination of product-image and the personalised formats - the viewer or reader is meant to 

associate the product, the people and the people’s use of the product with a particular kind of ‘consumption style’ the product or 
the people using it are made to look relaxed, or sophisticated, or handsome, or rich, or a combination of these. There is an 
implication that the product will have some kind of positive effect in social terms, or at least that it could be used as one of the 

props which signify status.



How does this advert use this format?
The personalised format uses a 

direct relationship between the 
product and the human personality. 

The human element is not just part of 

the setting, but is central to an 

understanding of the product. Social 

interactions are made about and 
though the product. The product takes 

on human qualities. Products become 

‘intimate partners with use’ and are at 

the ‘centre of social interaction.’

Use of the main image? Use of the 

facial expression of? Use of the 

well known celebrity who 

represents?



Task

In pairs, find a print example of each of Leiss et al’s advertising formats. 

For each advert explain:

● How the advert communicates to its audience

● How values and messages are suggested

Be prepared to share your ideas with the class. 



Advertising Psychology

Advertising is designed to suggest that a product will supply something that the 
audience wants.

Some needs that advertisers play on include:

¤To be superior to others or part of a superior group

¤To be up-to-date and a trendsetter

¤To be a member of a happy family

¤To be attractive to look at

¤To be popular

¤To be wealthy



Example
To be superior to others or part of a superior group
To be up-to-date and a trendsetter
To be a member of a happy family
To be attractive to look at
To be popular
To be wealthy



To be superior to others or part of a 
superior group
To be up-to-date and a trendsetter
To be a member of a happy family
To be attractive to look at
To be popular
To be wealthy



Selling Techniques

● Claim that product is “new”, modern, or 
“the latest”

● Claim that it is traditional, dependable, 
“quality”

● Promote the feeling that the buyer is 
superior or special

● Use humour or wit
● Imply scientific or technological 

advances
● Suggest that the product is the biggest 

or best
● Use gimmicks
● Suggest it is a bargain
● Picture babies or children
● Picture “cute” animals
● Suggest that the product is unusual or 

out of the ordinary

Prep: For the techniques 
opposite, suggest an 
advertisement that uses 
this approach and the 
effect it is intended to 
have on the consumer



Advertising and Postmodernism
The impact of the advert is more 

important than the product.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=V9R0RkANsy4



Old Spice

Toiletries advertising 





Old Spice Research Task
Research the Old Spice Advertising Campaign ‘The Man your Man Could Smell Like’

Create a presentation to show your findings

Questions to answer:

1. How was Old Spice traditionally advertised?
2. How did the new campaign fit with this 

historical strategy?

3. Which products/companies were the main 

competitors and in what ways?

4. What techniques are employed in:
• The TV commercials

• The print ads

• The Social Media campaign

5. What social and cultural issues are raised by 
the campaign?

6. Who is the actor in this campaign? Why was 

he chosen?



Old Spice

1953 1941

http://www.vintageadbrowser.com/search?q=old+spice





1942





























The Old Spice 2010 campaign
Old Spice were losing their market share and had been seen as outdated 

and for old men

Set on Wieden+Kennedy to remarket Old Spice

Direct competition with Dove Superbowl campaign 2010

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oj0taJVkpVY

Proctor and Gamble’s research showed that 60% of men’s body washes 

were purchased by women so Old Spice needed to attract female 

shoppers

Many products on the market lacked masculine credibility so Old Spice 

could work on the idea of smelling like a man



Media Strategy
● Target audience 12-34 men and their women shoppers

● Old Spice media strategy for the launch was simple: Instead of spending money on the Super 
Bowl, they aimed to create Super Bowl impact building awareness around it.

● 1st communication layer [SEEDING]: To start building buzz with Old Spice’s fans, “The Man 

Your Man Could Smell Like” first appeared on YouTube and Facebook a few days before the 
big game. 

● 2nd communication layer [LAUNCH]: Next, search engines strategy played a key role, as Old 
Spice scooped up Super Bowl-related terms to help drive traffic over Super Bowl weekend. 
With these tactics in place, buzz for “The Man Your Man Could Smell Like” was climaxing just 

as the game was finishing. By the time the spot first debuted on television—24 hours later—
many people assumed that it had actually debuted during the Super Bowl. Mission 
accomplished. 

● 3rd communication layer [ENGAGE] : Post-launch, Old Spice media strategy addressed one 
of the key ingredients for success: getting both sexes to talk about the campaign. 



Media Strategy
Activations in environments where guys and girls would be watching together (Vancouver Winter 

Olympics, American Idol, cinemas during Valentine’s Day weekend) and gave them BOGOs. 

Video response campaign create an interactive experience in which ‘The Man Your Man Could Smell 

Like’; personally responded to his fans on the Internet in real time.  

Video response campaign. 200 personal videos to online Social Media tweeters, and to some of Twitter’s 

most followed people





Media Language:

•Colour

•Type of shot

•Angle

•Focus

•Depth of field

•Mise-en-scene

•Realism?

•Narrative?

•Use of text/copy

•Font design/size

•Layout

Pack shot

Z rule

Representation:

•Who is seen?

•How are they represented?

Audience:

•Who is the target audience for 

this advertisement

•How do we know?

•What might other audiences 

make of it?

•How is the audience 

addressed/attracted?

• How are values transferred?

Analysing print adverts

What do we analyse?

TASK:
Analyse the Old Spice ad by 
annotation
Remember:
● Terminology
● Connotation

Extension: Theory



Create a collage of...

...toiletry/aftershave ads.



Lucozade Sport

Soft Drinks advertising









Lucozade Sport Research Task
Research the Lucozade Sport Advertising Campaign ‘I Believe’ from 2013

Create a presentation to show your findings

Questions to answer:

1. How has Lucozade changed its USP over the 
years?

2. How did the new campaign fit with this new 

image?

3. Which products/companies were the main 

competitors and in what ways?
4. What techniques are employed in:

• The TV commercials

• The print ads

• The Social Media campaign

5. What social and cultural issues are raised by 

the campaign?

6. Who is the model in this campaign? Why was 

he chosen?



Context
Look at the vintage ads from Lucozade. 

How has advertising for Lucozade changed?









1998

Starter

Watch this advert. 

What techniques 

does it use to sell 

Lucozade?



Lucozade - context

● Created 1927 as Glucozade - meant to give energy to the sick

● Renamed Lucozade in 1929

● 1983 rebranded as a sports drink rather than health drink

● Lots of sponsorship deals with various sports

● Oct 2012 Lucozade, who have been official energy drink suppliers 

since the League started in 1992, have decided to end their 21-year 

association. 

● The company say the move follows a change of strategy that will see 

them invest more on research into the nutritional impact on athletes' 

performance.



Lucozade Sport Campaign
Lucozade Sport is its No1 sports drink

TV campaign ‘Last Man Standing’ launched in Jan 2013 on ITV during the 

FA Cup matches between Brighton and Hove Albion and Newcastle as 

well as West Ham v Manchester United. 

New scientific claim: Lucozade Sport hydrates and fuels you better than 

water.  

Set in laboratory conditions, twenty four athletes go head to head in a 

performance challenge - half fuelled by Lucozade Sport and half by water. 

Monitored throughout by GSK scientists, the athletes run until they reach 

the point of exhaustion and only participants on one team, fuelled by 

Lucozade Sport, are left.



The TV 
ad:



Campaign
● £4m or £9m campaign - both claims made online. (exam board 

specification thinks £4m)

● Agency: Grey London

● GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare - owners of Lucozade in Jan 

2013

● Lucozade sold to Suntory in Sept 2013 for £1.35b

● Ad stars: Gareth Bale (Spurs) and Alex Oxlade Chamberlain (Arsenal)

● Campaign banned in Jan 2014 by ASA as it failed to show that it only 

had benefit during prolonged exercise.



Media Language:

•Colour

•Type of shot

•Angle

•Focus

•Depth of field

•Mise-en-scene

•Realism?

•Narrative?

•Use of text/copy

•Font design/size

•Layout

Pack shot

Z rule

Representation:

•Who is seen?

•How are they represented?

Audience:

•Who is the target audience for 

this advertisement

•How do we know?

•What might other audiences 

make of it?

•How is the audience 

addressed/attracted?

• How are values transferred?

Analysing print adverts

What do we analyse?

TASK:
Analyse the Gareth Bale ad by 
annotation
Remember:
● Terminology
● Connotation

Extension: Theory











Choose another Soft 
Drink ad

Reminder

What do we analyse?





Genre
What are the conventions of soft drink ads?

How are these genre conventions historically 
specific?



Shelter

Charity advertising



Audience
Who is the target audience of charity ads?

What techniques are used to target this 
audience?

How is this Shelter target audience different?











Shelter Research Task
Research the Shelter Advertising Campaign ‘Rotten Homes’ from 2011

Create a presentation to show your findings

Questions to answer:

1. What type of charity are Shelter and how have 
they promoted themselves in the past?

2. Which products/companies were the main 

competitors and in what ways?

3. What techniques are employed in:

• The TV commercials
• The print ads

• The Social Media campaign

4. What social and cultural issues are raised by 

the campaign?
5. Who is the model in this campaign? Why was 

he chosen?



Context: Shelter’s 2011 campaign
Founded in 1966 in London. Ken Loach’s Cathy Come Home was pivotal in 

establishment of the charity.

Aims to help people with homelessness and bad housing. Gives advice and 

lobbies government to make changes to improve housing.

Campaign launched in 2011 to  encourage people at risk of losing their home 

to ask for advice earlier

Main focus of campaign is poster ads, but FB and mobile messaging also 

used

The poster campaign initially launched in four towns identified as hotspots for 

housing problems, and ran from 21 August for six weeks.



Discuss
Shelter’s campaign was created by Amplify on a pro bono basis

Jonathan Emmins, founder of Amplify said: “Amplify is best known for 

being a creative comms agency specialising in non-traditional media and 

channels, so it has been great working with Shelter on a brief to create 

cut-through in a more traditional advertising space.

“It was crucial to us that the creative had the ability to shock and stand out 

but without resorting to gimmicks. We wanted people to empathise, to 

never lose sight of the real people, the real faces impacted by the current 

economic and housing situation.”



The Campaign
● https://www.weareamplify.com/work/rotten-

homes/



Media Language:

•Colour

•Type of shot

•Angle

•Focus

•Depth of field

•Mise-en-scene

•Realism?

•Narrative?

•Use of text/copy

•Font design/size

•Layout

Pack shot

Z rule

Representation:

•Who is seen?

•How are they represented?

Audience:

•Who is the target audience for 

this advertisement

•How do we know?

•What might other audiences 

make of it?

•How is the audience 

addressed/attracted?

• How are values transferred?

Analysing print adverts

What do we analyse?

TASK:
Analyse the Rotten homes ad by 
annotation
Remember:
● Terminology
● Connotation

Extension: Theory



Charity ads
Make a collage of a range of charity ads as a 

class - create a shared document on Google 
Slides

What are the conventions of charity ads?

How are these genre conventions historically 
specific?



Assessment
1. Compare these two ads in terms of the 

representations created. 

2. What techniques are used to sell the 

product to the target audience?

Remember:
● Terminology
● Connotation



Summary
Read through your notes and check that all 

makes sense

If anything is unfinished, complete it now

Ensure all your case study work is well 
labelled and referenced



Additional theory



Semiotics - how meaning is constructed 
through language and codes

Ferdinand de Saussure
1857-1913

Roland Barthes
1913 -1980

Stuart Hall
1932-2014



Saussure - the signifier and the signified

This theory suggests that there can be two levels of meaning in an object 
within a media text. 

Firstly there’s the signifier —which is what is there in front of us, what we 
see, the form the sign takes. Then there’s the signified —which is an idea 

we associate with the signifier, the concept it represents. 

THE SIGN OR SYMBOL WE SEE DOES NOT MAKE SENSE WITHOUT 
THE ACTUAL OBJECT AND THE MEANING IT CREATES. 

For example, if in a film the characters are talking about a bank, it’s up to 
the audience to determine which bank they mean—a grassy slope or a 

place to deposit your money? 

signifier signified



Signifier?

Signified?
The signifier is

This meaning that is 

suggests is... 

the purple rose...



Roland Barthes - denotation and connotation

This theory looks at how the audience will interpret 

meaning from a particular text. However, this 

interpretation is often influenced by society and the 

audience member’s own experience of the world. 

The denotation is an object placed within a text, eg a 

poppy. 

It is then up to the audience to draw on their own cultural, social 

and historical knowledge to interpret its connotations. 

For example: is it just a red flower or do we think of war, violence, 

death, Remembrance and Armistice. 

So the basic idea of denotation and connotation is what we see in a text and 

then what ideas we think of after or ideas we associate with that image. 



Stuart Hall (1981) Encoding and Decoding

Hall’s theory thinks about the preferred meaning of a text. If 

something is encoded it is what is written within a media text. 

An image has been placed in the text by the producer and will 

challenge or promote dominant ideologies. 

Decoding is when the audience reads into this piece of media 

and makes their own interpretation of what the image means .   

Hall thinks the media circulates dominant ideas, and his theory 

says that producers place dominant ideas in different media. 

So basically, they would have cleverly encoded their views and 

opinions into say a film or newspaper article with the intention of 

the audience interpreting this preferred or intended meaning.



Stuart Hall - Reception Theory

Hall says there are three ways the audience decodes texts:

Dominant Reading: The audience fully accepts the preferred 

meaning, showing they agree with dominant values.

Negotiated Reading: The audience takes a negotiated 

position, meaning that they only agree with some-not all of the 

preferred meaning.

Oppositional Reading: The audience takes an oppositional 

position, whereby they understand the preferred meaning but 

decide to make their own interpretation


